Paratexts are an agent as well as a symptom of the cultural changes that affect the production and reading of religious texts. This essay is about paratextuality en mouvance. It involves three textual representatives of the vernacular English tradition of the Meditationes vitae Christi: Nicholas Love's Mirror of the Blessed
from nicholas love ' s mirror to john heigham ' s life was born into an early fifteenth-century world dominated by the Church's drive against Lollardy, and it accordingly adds anti-Wycliffite polemic and an appended Treatise on the Sacrament, in the form of an orthodox defence of the Eucharist. Many copies of the work also contain a memorandum that around the year 1410 Love presented his work to Archbishop Arundel, Chancellor of England and persecutor of Lollards. Arundel publically commended the work as a set text for the whole nation to the confutation of false Lollards and heretics. Love's work exists in more manuscripts than any prose Middle English religious work other than the Wycliffite Bible, and it enjoyed many early prints. It was a culturally central and highly mainstream text for which there was clearly much demand and a longstanding public well into the sixteenth century.3
Paradoxically, however, in the early seventeenth century, the Mirror was both central and marginal: central inasmuch as it still reflected a perfectly routine mainstream Catholic tradition of meditating on the life of Christ under the supervision of a priestly guide narrating, moralising, drawing affective lessons and inviting the imagining reader into the mise-en-scène of the spiritual work; marginal, in being now suspiciously papist-looking to a Protestant England, and now appealing to a restricted and enfeebled readership of disempowered Catholics. Both the 1606 and the 1622 Pseudo-Bonaventuran works were texts consigned to the margins: anglophone groups of assorted laity and religious exiled to the French-speaking Spanish Netherlands-in other words people like Heigham and the community of Poor Clares to whom he addressed his 
